Reception Home Learning – Week 1
I hope you have had a lovely, albeit unusual Easter break!
If you have completed the home
learning packs sent out just before
Easter here are some ideas to
continue to the learning at home! This
half term we would have been learning
about the seasons, specifically ‘Spring’.
Some of these ideas and worksheets
are taken from Twinkl. You can access
Twinkl for free:
Week 1 – Seasons
Personal, Social and
Emotional Development

Which season is your favourite? Why? Do you think we all like the exact same season?
Is it ok to like something different to your friends?

Physical Development

Build a tent for camping in the Summer.
YouTube: How to Keep Your Body Clean, Eat Healthy & Stay Fit With Exercise:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mN5ZwgT8fMw
Why must we keep fit, healthy and clean? What would happen if we didn’t?
Look at pictures from different seasons or use https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/tt-5234-seasons-video-powerpoint - name the seasons and discuss changes.
From looking at pictures of the seasons, choose a favourite season and write about it
using: https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-8353-seasons-i-see-writing-frames
Don’t forget to use your phase 3 sounds and finger spaces!
Subtraction by counting back using a number line. This will be a new concept for
children solving subtraction problems. Talk about which way we should be jumping on
a number line when we are subtracting. Do numbers get bigger or smaller? You could
use number tiles to create a number line. Look at a subtraction problem. Children to
stand on the correct number and jump back. (e.g. 5-3= stand on 5 and jump back 3,
which number have we landed on?)
You could also chalk a number line on the ground and model jumping back the correct
number to solve a subtraction problem.
Alternatively you could use:
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-2990-subtraction-from-10-numberlineworksheet
Model how to solve and children to try. Children to put their finger on the first
number of the subtraction problem and jump back. Once children are confident you
could print off a number line:
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/T-N-003-Numbers-0-10-on-a-numberline-parents
and give them subtraction problems to solve independently.
Draw four trees and finger paint or draw leaves using the correct colour onto tree
outlines, to show the 4 seasons. How are they the same/different?
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If you would like to email any pictures of your home learning, have any questions or just fancy
keeping in touch - ruby.martin@cheadle-pri.stockport.sch.uk

